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Analyses have been performed t o  improve the knowl-e 
of the selenographic location of photographs taken on 
the five Lunar Orbiter missions. All technical areas 
afiecting the computation of photo site locations have 
been reexamhed, including spacecraft performance, 
orbit determination and the ce les t ia l  enviromnt .  A 
checkpoint location technique was developed t o  measure 
consistency and accuracy of the results. As a result, 
the prime site Noto location accuracy has improved 
f r o m  abut 2.5 lan to less than 1 lun d i s c r e p c y .  
vised attitude maneuvers, capera geometry, exposure 
t3mts and state vectors were produce8 w i t h  Liqwm,w2 
technips and used t o  generate a new set of Lunar 
Orbiter paoto location documents. 
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1.0 
TDe purpose of this d o c e n t  is to repor t  the  work uccomplished uuder Task A 
of the L u n a  Orbiter Photo S i t 0  Accuracy Analysis, Contract NAS 1-7954. 
contains 8 discussion of each phase of t he  analysis, a description of the 
production techniques, and eummarized results. 
It 
1.1 SCOPE 
me e n t i r e  final report  is  organized v l t h i n  eleven documents under the three 
t a k e  A, B and C ident i f ied  in the contract by t he  titles: 
TsskA - PhotoSugport D a a  
Task B - Residual kedback Study 
!Cask C - Trackhg Dat8 Residuals. 
The documentation follows t he  numbering system on page V. 
1.2 BACKGROUND 
put p?&qcs= =f t& L I W  C)rbi+&Y phyct= Si+,t p ~ c ' ~ = q  p s t l ; . s i g  C C ) z p c t ,  p-.& 
A, photo Swport Data, was t o  determine photo locations t o  greater accuracy 
%hm before possible. 
Orbiter contract (NAS 1-3800) and continued under the present contract  upon 
closing out of t h e  basic contract i n  March, 1968. 
Work began i n  October, 1967, under t h e  bas ic  Lunar 
Photo support data  had been generated mer each Lunar Orbiter flight t o  
define the location of each picture t d e n  during the f l i g h t .  
s en t ly  appear i n  8 set of f i v e  final repor t s  as Volume V I I ,  "Post Hssion 
a o t o  St;.3Pmting Data." Each volume defines a consistent set of photo loca- 
t i cns ,  but when coverage from di f fe ren t  missions 8t the same area l s  compared, 
the location of.any individual feature i n  t he  overlap area i s  of ten  observed 
to be s igni f icant ly  d i f f e ren t  f o r  d i f f e ren t  missions. 
photography, these discrepancies were t yp ica l ly  about 5 km. 
The data pre- 
For t h e  prime-site 
In e d i t i o r  t o  t h e  discrepancies noted i n  t h e  post mission photo supporting 
dsta, discrzpancies had been observed during the  f l i g h t s  upon early readout 
of tht pictures, when corners were p lo t ted  on lunar mps. 
the comer locaticns were regularly downstream, or along-track, of the  pre- 
dicted locations. The post-fl ight calculation of the  corners a lso  v e r i f i r '  
t h i s  c o n c l ~ . s i o ~ .  
t M n g  was used on the  last f l i gh t ,  which successfully anticipated this 
exor t o  a large extent. 
It w a s  found t h a t  
In fact, an empirical three-second bias t o  t he  photo 
No explanation was found f o r  t he  phenomenon during 
the ft-ights. 
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!Be method employed in generating any given unit of photo support data is 
sham in schematic form i n  Figure 1. The diagram indicates the reltitionship 
OX three general m a s  of analysis to the final resat  (photo support data). 
! b s e  general areas me (1) spacecraft hardware data, (2) orbi t  determination, 
and (3) c e l e s t i a  errplronment, o r  "universe'!, 
B e  approach taken i n  a l l  of these areas was to  
In great emugh de ta i l  to reveal sources of the discrepsncies, and where 
possible, to re-process the data with improved procedures to obtain more 
accurate photo locations. 
the available data 
1.4 REsuL!E 
Average photo location discrepancies have been reduced from about 2.5 km to 
less than 1 lan for the p r d - s i t e  photographs. This improvement ar ises  
largely fmn more accurate orbi t  determination. 
ment st each point investigated). 
been generated t o  reslace t h e  old Volume V I I  set. 
-5 ,  dash nmber Indicating mission number. 
(Figure 2 l i s t s  the improve- 
A revised set of data for a l l  photos has 
They are D2-100815-1 through 
I 
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A method was devised to evaluate the consistency and S C C U ~ ~ C Y  of the photo 
locations. It was based on the use of measurements 
ds+a type. Photos of a c o m n  feature, or "CbeckpOiilt", were obtained from 
several Lunar Orbiter missions and the X, Y locations of the feature in tbe 
photos were measured, Bese measuremeats were? used together w i t h  other inputs 
(state vector, attitude -ewers, camera-on tine) t o  c a l c m &  the checkpoint 
location fo r  each mission. This was done i n  eight separate areas across the 
Front face of the noon. 
area and over all =as bas the criterion f o r  judging the procedures used to 
generate ghoto support dsta. 
Pigrre 3 shows the coverage by certain photo frames fros three missions in a 
typical checkpoint area. me checkpoint appears within the snall region of 
cannon overlap, and its approxiiite position In each frame can be seen. 
area and a l l  other areas exaained for checkpoint consistency are i l lust rated 
on the man's visible  disk in Figure 4, labeled by l e t t e r s  "A" ';firough "I". 
The approximate locations of the areas md the photo frmnes used for check- 
pint analysis are tabulated in Figure 5 .  
photos as a separate 
The closeness of the checkpint grouping i n  each 
This 
!BE checkpolnt areas and photo frsl3es =re selected with the purpose of ob- 
taking the maximnu nmber of cases of best quality (i,e., low alt i tude,  
near vertical ,  telephoto; three-mission coverage of *-e chec'wint) .  %is 
. b s u r e d  that no one e m r  source would be overpowering with respect t o  the 
others. An example of 'possible problems tkas avoided is i n  t;he case of 
Mseion N, which was not used for checkpoint analysis because its high alti- 
.tude magnifies mcasurenent and attitude errors  to an unaccepte3ly high degree. 
$fission I was excluded, also, because the telephoto pictures w e n !  mussble. 
See Figure 6 for an i l lu&ration of tyyical checkpofnt locatkm errors 
regultiva f r s m  various error 801rrces * 
Measurement of the checkpoints' posittomon the photos was made in an X, Y 
coo-te system located at the lower lefthand corner of the photo, 
m s  oriented with edge data alow the left side, thus X measurements were 
perpndicular t o  the edge data and Y measurements were parallel to the edge 
dak. 
Tesllstfng in equivalent distances i r i  millimeters on the spacqcraft film. 
%%e photo 
Meesur~ments were finally sceled t o  the f r m e  inside dimensions, 
eenetain techniques were employed to m x h i z e  the masurement accuracy. The 
principal one was t o  use the reset-iu net-mrk found on all pictures except 
Mission I. 'lhe reseau marks were cali5rated before each mission and have a 
precise X- relationship to  the fme Accordingly, masurewnts were mall, 
being indexed t o  the nearest reseau msrk; and the long dietences between the 
illdex reseau marks mre obtained s i q l y  by counting the i n t e m l s .  Whenever 
a measurement was made, a measurement was also made of the local reseau interval 
and a proportion was obtained by dividing the measured interval into the 
messtared distance. 
fndex reseau, plus the number of reseau intervals between indixes, plus the 
proportion from the last index reseau to the checkpoint, multiplied by the 
ealZbrated reseau interval, yields the desired result. 
thfs method of measurenent. 
The s m  of the proportion from the X, Y origin t o  the f i r s t  
Figure 7 i l lus t ra tes  
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2 .O CEECKFOINT TECEINXUE (Continued) 
Use of the reseau pattern merde it possible to  avoid errors  arising f r o m  mis- 
match between -lets during re-assembly. No measurements were made across 
f r m l e t  bombr ie s ,  elfminsting y errors; and since the reseau pattern shifts 
with the framelet in the x direction, x errors were also elfmit.lsted thereby. 
In addition, negattve and print non-linearities were avoided by restrictin& 
the measurements t o  smal l  va lues in the local region of t 5e  index reseaux. 
The results achieved in improving consistency and accuracy of the data are 
i l lus t ra ted  in Figure 8. Tn &&is figure, effect  of the ind5vidual. contribu- 
tions in at t i tude maneuvers, orbit  determination and lunar radius are shown 
by bhanges in the checkpoint locations at  mea "B". %e checkpoint locations 
i l lus t ra ted  are three of the Cjenty-three indicated in Figure 5 which were 
Ged to Judge the procedures. 
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a i 3.0 SPACECRAFT HARIMARE DATA 
Several aspects of the performance of the spacecraft itself were investigated 
t o  secure improved inputs for  the calculation of photo locations. They were: 
a t t i tude maneuvers, camera-on times, camera geomctry and field of view. The 
improvenrnt that w a s  achieved was due principally t o  the maneuver angle impywe- 
mcnt, reducing errors by about 0.4 km on the lunar surface for prime site 
phutography. 
ing paragraphs, 
A discussion of each of the analyses is contained in the fo l lw-  
. 
The spacecraft's angular orientation for  each of the exposures w a s  previously 
assumed t o  be the designed orientation,ia ccmputing the 014 Volume VI1 photo 
support data. 
commanded rotations had occurred i n  each axis, and t o  monitor position i n  
the dead-band for the purpose of anticipating errors at  camera-on ti- and 
applying "windage". 
were identical t o  the designed values appearing i n  the  f i n a l  command conference 
forms. 
The use made of f l ight  telemetry had been t o  verify that the 
Thus, with few exceptions, the a t t i tude  manewer inputs 
Tv3nrprove the attitude maneuver data, a telemetry-analysis technique w a s  
employed which can be briefly described as "integration", i n  the sense of 
f+en1-1?+; = srlJU&mc%g c*f=r a:cc=osi\* tL-& ffitel-jee , 
A computer program vas dcvelopedwhich operates on the telemetered rates md 
positions fromthe Inertial Reference Unit and from the Canopus and Sun semors. 
Using known at t i tude control system characteristics, e.g., angular acceleration 
levels, and keyed t o  readily discernible events, e.g., maneuver start points 
where gyro mode switching occurs, spacecraft rotation is described as a series 
of body axis oriented rotations. These ordered rotations cover the span from 
alignrent with celest ia l  references t o  photo time. 
full account of gyro rate  integrate  mode d r i f t  and positions i n  attitude 
deadzones, md are adjusted for cross-coupling during mewers.  The correc- 
t ions for the effects  of gyro non-orthogonality-co~ling (because of gyro and 
body axis misalginmcnt due t o  l i m i t  cycling) and i ne r t i a l  o r  geometric coupling 
(due t o  rates 8bout other than the maneuver axes). .I !he series of maneuvers 
thus deterabed is  finally converted t o  three equivalent body rotations, a 
yaw-roll-yaw sequence vhich is the input t o  photo support data. 
Accuracy of this nethod of handling attitude maneuvers was checked by making 
use of the procedure generally followed i n  f l ight ,  of rotating the spacecreft 
back as closely as possible t o  the original orientation (defined by Sun- 
Carropus Lock) an?! then obtaining p i t c h  snd y a w  readings from t!he Canopus 
sensor output, 
three-axis maneuver should result i n  pitch and yaw positions exactly equal t o  
the f l i gh t  readings. 
return t o  cruise orientation te t ter  than 0.2*, indicating accuraci&s a t  
c a r a - o n  time typically 0.1' or less. 
e r ro r9  previously. 
mey we dtlmxrined with 
In the absence of errors  i n  the analysis, the final equivalent 
The checks that were made showed accuracy a t  time of 
This compares with about 0.5' typical 
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3 0 1  MANEWER ANGUS (Continued) 
A list of the at t i tude maneuvers for a l l  exposures is given in E-1008lk-2 of 
the final report, "supporting mta." 
3 .2 c m a  TIMES' 
'Be spacecraft clock times associated with the exposures were caref'ully 
checked by re-reading the digital lamp tim code on the CrRE (Ground Recon- 
struction E q u i p n t )  *let adjacent to the film and converting t o  U c i n a l  
clock tinres. I n  the case of photo sequences, two or  more frame t h e s  were 
checked. I n  the case where the t b  cdde was not read out, an-estimated tbe 
x8s assigned based on the predicted time. These frames are presented in the 
table below: 
f .  
II 
111 
Iv 
V 
For most photo sequences 
115 
it was possible t o  improve the re lat ive accuracy by 
curve-fitkg through the 1- code times. 
r e sob t ion  was 0.1 seconds; since the franc interval for  most sequences was 
only about t.m seconds, alterations of 0.1 seconds or less could be made 
which resulted in noticeable improvement relative t o  the neighbring Agmes 
in the sequence. A second-order least-square fit through the t ines  was thus 
obtained. A sample of the results of smootlxhg i s  seen i n  Figure 9. The 
identification of every mnoothed sequence is l i s t ed  in Figure 10. 
This is because the t i m e  code 
The Unk between spacecraft clock tinit?, as indicated by the lamp code exposed 
on the film, and times bf the telephoto and wice-angle exposures, was also re- 
exzdned, .an the basis of the photographic subsysten design (see Reference 1 
and 2). 
As a result, telephoto camera-on tirnes are nominally 0.09 seconds ear l ie r  than 
the old Volume V I 1  set indicates. Ihe  time between telephoto and wide-angle 
exposures 2s 0.E seconds. 
A complete l is t  of the camem-on t b e s  for all telephoto wide;erngle exposures 
for a l l  missions is included in E-100814-2 of the final report, "Supporting 
Data *I' 
SHEET 6 
Geometry of the c-ra' s field of v i e w  was analyzed by measuring the position 
of the telephoto comers located i n  the same wide angle picture. me results 
were reduced to data describing the angular difference between the directions 
of the two axes and their orientations about the axes. This analysis covered 
Lunar Orbiter spacecraft fo r  missions 11, I11 and V. Lunar Orbiter I was not 
done because the telephoto pictures were unusable, and Lunar Orbiter IV was 
not done because the -&de w e  corners were not visible, being'in deep space 
for the nros t  part. Telephoto fi lm platen motion was considered in the analysis 
because the t i m e  difference between f'ranes results in slightly different frane 
positions . 
Final results were assmed t o  modify only the wide angle field of view,  since 
the telephoto sgs=ten was installed to  the closer tolerances. Thus, the tele- 
photo a x i s  is  described by t h e  nominal values and the wide -le axis i s  
described by &ing the computed differences t o  the telephoto values. Figure 
ll presents a ta3le showing the difference (wide-angle - telephoto) fo r  the 
@ree quantities; cone angle of axis, clock angle of axis, and frame orienta- 
tion about the Sxis. The xide angle i n p t s  to photo s u p p r t  data calculation 
are listed i n  D2-10081b2 of the final report, "supporting mta." Rote that 
frauu? orientation difference f o r  EVAL inputs was assumed zero. 
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The process of orbi t  Oetem9ation (OD) requires a combinstion of many conplex 
operations such as tracking data editing, l ea s t  squares nixhizing, trajectory 
prediction, and the like. 
an OD solution are c a l l t d  ';he "procedures." 
operation of the computer program ODPL, which was supplied for the Lmar  
Orbiter project by JPL and -hi& was aodifi& both &fore M 
during the f l ights .  
and these formed the bs is  fmm which to s t a r t  the proce&mes investigation 
for photo location iqr0vmen-t. A list of the f l i gh t  procedures is given in 
Figure 12. 
The techniques used i n  these operations to obtain 
The procedures are used in the 
Ce1ta5.a OD procedures were mastered &ring 'flight experiencc 
It was de-bermined early that  OD errors were the nsin contribution t o  prime-site 
photo location discrepsrc'es. This is  shown by example in Figure 13, where two 
different s e t s  of hammics tailored in obtain- an OD solution prodtte 
results about 4 €an apxrt. (Other cases, without t a i l o r i n g  hartPOnics, showed 
even more sensitivity ta the particular choice of procedures). lherefore, a 
careful search vas macle for an improved se t  of procedures which wuld ensure 
greater accuracy. As a result of this search, it was possible t o  improve 
photo s i t e  consistency by abut 1 lon due to OD improvements alone. 
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 b l o w ,  summarize the portion of the investigation done 
in the ear l ie r  stages of the coatract, for  which a mre cozcplete report is 
given i n  Reference 4. 
portion was completed. 
s c t i o n s  4.3 and on &ai with the n r k  &ne since tha% 
The i n i t i a l  stages of t h e  iq rovenent  effort  were directed toward az analysis 
of the procedures alreecly fo-md usable based on flight experiecce, especially 
Lunar Orbiter V. 
Kith Espect to their effects on the consistency of the photo suppo=.t data: 
In particular, variations in the followtng items were t e s t e d  
Item Range of values -
Data arc length 
Gravity model 
I C ,  6, 10, 12, 15 hours 
1. IRC 4/17/66 6. mc 10/24/66 
5. TBC s-5 10. mc 9/30/67 
Solution for hammnlcs Basic model = UIC 7/28B 
Exclusion of data 14-18 minutes centered a t  perilune, 
Mission 111 
~- 
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4.1 . STANDARD PROCEDURES =TIGATION (Conthud)  
7 ItUU Range of Values 
Mission/Area combinations Mission Area -
V B, D, 
A tabulation of the specific combinstions tested is given in Figure 1 4 .  
An I l lustrat ion of the improvenent attained by using a selected combination of 
procedures is given belaw, where "discrepancy" i s  defined as the largest dis- 
tance! observed between checkpoint locations. 
Area 
B 
Discrepancy, km 
6 .6 2.8 
- aamiaal Imprsvea 
D 5 a 4  4.2 
The combination of procedures which produced this improvement is as follows: 
Data arc 10 hours, s t a r t i n g  1 hour before camera-on time 
Gravity model mc 7/28~ 
Hanaonics mt In solution E c t o r  
Bo fnrcking data excluded on the basis of residual oscillations 
Standard Procedures Conclusion 
!Che investigation showed fiat some improvement was possible In certain lunar 
areas using selected procedures. 
discrepancies t o  the neighborhood of 2 lan, however, further work was directed 
towmd improvins the accuracy of orbi t  determination, as described below. 
Since the selected procedures did not reduce 
4 .2 SHORT ARC PRoCEDUR3S ICNESTIGATION 
A deviation to the standard OD technique was investigated in an attempt to 
provide a backup method and.to gain insight into short-arc solutions, The 
method tested is called the "weak f i l ter ."  
The weak fi l ter  technique employed the concept that a short data arc surround- 
ing camem-on time will result i n  a more r ea l i s t i c  orb i t  determination in the 
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4.2 SHORT ARC EROCEDWRES INVESTIGATION (continued) 
d c i n i t y  of camera-on the. The short arc  w i l l  better represent local  condi- 
tions as opposed to fitting a long multi-orbit data arc that tends t o  average 
the perturbations along the orbit. 
sborf arc solutions are 8 problem f o r  areas of one-station viewing due to a 
lack of sufficient tracking data for rapid comrgence. 
cedure usedthe s-priori  covariance mtri:: t o  direct  the final short arc 
solution but elinbated the coostraint imposed by the a-priori s t a t e  wcto r  
i n  stsndard OD procedures. 
by i x .  different methods in a i s  study i n  order to coxpare the accuracy and 
consistency of the solution and also the operational characteristics. 
A minor change t o  QDPL was required to install two weak filter options. 
!&e weak filter pro- 
Information in the covariance m t r i x  was built up 
. 
Method I - Short Arcs Prior to n o t o  Site 
Ihe f a s t  weak filter =tho4 was in i t ia ted  by fi t t ing a &ort  dsts 
arc w i t h  two-sta%on\view as M e  as possible before canera-on tine. 
Subsequent short data arcs were solved by epoch forusrding a b u t  an 
orbi t  at  a t h e  u n t i l  t@ data arc surrowiding canera-on t i m e  vas 
reached. 
ward and scaled ( i f  requ ea) to provide a-priori infomation to 
scalfng of the covariance qtrix was one of the c r i t i c a l  parane+&rs 
in this study, as it was necessary t o  retain enough information to 
influence the next solutfonbut not 80 much as to dominate or dis- 
tort it. !ho much infomation d s o  slows the rate of corrrergence. 
The covariance matrix Fron each solution was mapped for- 
help hold together the sol  Fc tion f r o m  the new data. The amolrnt of 
&thod II - brig Arc Prior t o  Photo Site  
B e  other version of the bmk f i l t e r  procedure used a long &ta arc 
(10 hmrrs) j u s t  pr ior  to the photo site t o  generate a covariance 
mstrix that was mapped forward t o  epoch of the short data cry: sur- 
muding camera-on t i m e .  
fhal short arc solution but again, normally required scaling &to 
reduce the ,Mluence f h m  the previous information. 
* 
This a-priori covariance matrix aided the : ._ 
Sh&t arc solutbnsusing the vealc filter for  a variety of tests were run i n  
search of a common technique giving confistent checkpoint locations. 
va rhb le s  were as sham in  the table below: 
The 
Item - Range of values 
' ~ a t a a r c  length gominutes 
Epoch placement 0, lominute change 
Doppler bias solution w i t h ,  Kithout 
, 
I I 
SHEET i o  
4.2 SHORT ARC PROCEDURES INVESTIGATIOR (Continued) 
- Item Range  of Values 
-1 TBC S-5, LRC 7/28E 
Hasion LMsr Orbiter 111, II, V 
Ares . c, D 
1, -2 Nuniber of stations viewbg 
& d i n g  of COV. matrix x 1 to  x 256 as required 
The specific carobinations tested me Shown in Figure 14, 
short Arc Procedures - Conclusion 
R e s u l t 8  of the tests, discussed i n  some detail in Reference 4, showed tha t  
consistent solutions were not attainaSle via short data arcs w i t h  either ver- 
sion of the wed filter (I o r  11). Work was thus directed toward the evalua- 
tion of the residual feedback, o r  Kalman filter, which was incorporated into 
ODPL as part of Task B. A discussion of this work is contained i n  the fol- 
lawing -a@=* 
4.3 lzPEmERIs !ma - UNNERSAL mn CORRECTIOx7 
Tbm.@ frequent analysis of OD results and scpzrate checks by HASA/MSC, it 
-was found that an hconsistency existsd in the usage of DUT (or ETUT, ephe~r i s  
t k  miaus universal t h e )  in various ODPL links. The evldence came partly 
from the experience in flight noted in section 1.0 (domtrack prediction 
error), and partly fro= the checkpoint -lysis carried out in the present 
-mrk. As i l lust rated in Figure 15, the checkpoints w e r e  invariably being 
located to0 far back i n  t h e i r  motion-at l eas t  from a consistency standpoint, 
This characteristic was noted i n  f ive  different areas. Upon closer examination, 
an irregularity i n  O D E  was detected and repaired. 
no more than 1.5 seconds discrepancy, depeading on the mission. Wnen repaired, 
the new checkpoint locations moved mostly, but not entirely, downtrack; and 
improved the consistency, The reason the effect was not ent i re ly  downtrack is 
that the t b i n g  change implied, in addition, a geoaetry change, which affects 
stetion doppler prediction. 
c e t  overall benefit in grouping checkpoints, compared t o  the other techniques 
investigated , 
The e m r  had been causing 
This al terat ion to  the program provided the peat- 
4 04 RESIDCAL FEEDRACK 
A separate job, Task B, was the develop?& of a residual feedback modification 
t0.ODPL. (A reprt of th i s  task is  presented i n  E-100818-1 of the find 
report.) Though i ts  principal use was expected t o  be Qa generating s ta t i s t ics ,  
it, was tried in an attempt to improve the  state vector solutions. 
J 
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4 04 RESILXJAL FEEDBACK (Continued) 
The variables i n  this investigation were principally progran options. As 
shown in Figure 
options which best carried out the test plan were exercised, namely, (0, 3, 
2, 0) and (0, 1, 2, 0). Figure 16 i l l u s t r a t e s  the t r ackhg  data used in 
solutions of theretms. 
16, m y  options were made available; so the sequences of 
DI 8dUtion to t h e  two sequences of optias,  the folloving variables were 
incl~aed ia the anabsis: 
RaIIge of Variables 
Short data arc length 30, 60 mimrtes 
11, III, v Missions (Area D) 
Figure 17 ahm the results of use of the two sets of options compared t o  the 
standard OD solution; there i s  an insignificant change. 
Additionsl results are shown below, indicating similar results using different 
data arc lengths. 
EWECT a~ 30 MINVTE =TION m FINAL DATA ARC 
Checkpoiat Iocation 
Mission a' Long. 6" Lat. 
If -0 0 
111 - 0008 - 0 0 0 1 c  
V - 0 0 0 1  +.w 
Residual Feedback - Conclusion 
No option or sequence of options in the r e s i d u a  feedback capability could be 
found to signif'icantly impwVe the checkpoint locations. 
4-5 FINAL SELECTION OF PROCEDURES 
H a w  eliminated short arc  and Kalman filter procedures f r o m  among the possi- 
bilities, but w i t h  a corrected ET-UT conversion in OD=, the problem of 3qn-o~- 
ing orbi t  deternination was again attacked from the standpoint of selection of 
standard type procedures. 
Tho effect of solution for  harmonics received the mst emphasis, since lack of 
knowledge of gravitational mudel waa seen to deteriorate mny of the other 
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4.5.1 Grarltational W e 1  (Continued) 
types of solctions. (b addition, solving for  W n i c s  had been developed as 
a flight technique In order to  reduce s ize  of &the doppler residuals.) 
According, the basic e e l  chosen was that which was derived from Lunar 
Orbiter t racking data taken from the same type orbit; and all the highest- 
order ca f f l c i en t s ,  ten In nmber, were solved for. Thus the basic model f o r  
the low-inclination aissions, Ix) I, 11, and III, was IRC U/U. For the high- 
inclination missions LL) IV a& V, the IRC 7/283 uas used, The most noticeable 
benefit from t h i s  choice wes the improvement i n  the "problem" checkpoints, single 
solutions located far f r o m  the mean. See Figure 18, 
It was determined that coefficients should not be solved for in Lo IV runs 
since the high al t i tudes prevented effects  of the coefficients f r o m  being 
separated, and high correlat ion between state ana harcsonics ma&e the results 
cpestiona5le. 
!Be major psrt of %he job of choosing data arc l e e  had been done during the 
flights. 
(1) fcruarding considerations, i n  which the wunt of folwarding beyond the 
data arc  should be ra greater than the data arc itself; (2) minimum data for  
convergence, i n  which with one orbit of single-st&inn d a t a  cm~r,nz=ce Lao 
impssible, and w i t h  tko-orbits it was not always possible. %e first reason, 
of course, has no b e r h g  on post-flight work. 
it has t o  do w i t h  OD= operation. 
EToraally, the arcs were of three-orbit duration fo r  two reasons: 
The second zeason does; since 
A spot-check at  Area D shared 8 checkpoint change of less than 1 Inn f o r  one- 
orbit reduction i n  arc length. See Figure 19. This anomt of change is 
approximately equal +a perturbations f r o m  otber sources, but no mthod was 
suitable by which superior data arcs could be chosen in every case. !Ibus, 
t he  Ihomlnal data arc was chosen 8s part of the  pcedures , ,  w i t h  the exception 
of III P-12, where all four passes were put on the sane data arc to preserve 
consistency. 
4.6 PRoDueTIOI? €3- 
The mbft  determinatiomfor Lunar Orbiter Photo Site Accmcy Analysis were 
run us- the general procedures listed in yigure 20. me program, OD=, 
had been changed t o  correct the Ephemerfs Tinae-Universal Time conversion. 
4.6.1 kpt ~sts 
The planetary ephemeris used for all production orb i t  determinations is desig- 
nated Developmental Ephtneris 19 and w a s  originally provided by Jet Propulsion 
Labomtory for  the Lunar Orbiter missions. 
h-acking data used in the orbi t  determinations was from the Lunar Orbiter 
Tracking Ikta mster Tape Library colllpildd under CClJ 157B (EIAS 1-3800) and 
documented in Reference 3. 
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The orbi t  determinations use6 all available two-way and three-way doppler 
tracking data, inc ludw data taken durw photo readout with 20 and 30 
second doppler count tine and all data surrounding perilune. 
of three-way tiomler dictated the requirement t o  estimate the value of doppler 
h h s ;  
r e m d  from mst data i n  the tracking data master tape library. 
The orbit determination solution was m p d  t o  a tine about one nrinuk prior 
to tach fkem o r  series of frsmrs within the data arc, using the mdified 
PEmr md.el. 
The inclusion 
%-Is vas a &.endan3 pmre6u-m even though bias is known to have been 
An additional requireaent of each production run was t o  generate a trajectory 
using the solution s"hte vector fron the orb i t  deteminstion, but with a 
gravitational f ie  d defined by a simplified triaxial nodel (J20 = 2.073 x loo4; 
C22 - 0.203 x 10 
fn tho  solution, 
trerjectory and plots of the residuals were obtained. 
published i n  ~2-100816-1, Lunar Orbiter Simple Mxn Residms - Final Report. 
-t ) rather then the modified high order harmonic model used 
Doppler residuals were then c o w t e d  fbm t h i s  special 
The residual plots are 
Program output I 
The most concise form of o-xtput from or3i t  determination production runs is 
t h e  comprter generated orbi t  determination report, Each report includes the 
epoch of the data arc, selenocentric spacecraft state vector a t  epoch, sele- 
nographic o r b i k l  paranaters corresponding to the state vector solution, and 
a l i s t i ng  of the lmar harmonic model (up to  fourth order) as mdified by 
the ODPL solution. A sullrmary discussion and a list gi- identification 
number, epoch, date arc length and a mapped photo sites are in each mission's 
"Improved Fnoto Supporting DBta'' document ( D 2 - l r n L 5 - X ) .  
for each mission are also included. 
The epoch reports 
t 
u 
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4.6.2 -gram mtput (Continued) 
Additional output is f r o m  the photo site mappings i n  the form of orbi t  deter- 
mination reports. The map time reports are identical i n  format t o  the epoch 
reports although the lunar hamonic model is not relisted. 
these mapping reports is used as input data to the Photo Evaluation P r o m  
(MAL). The map time report listings ere published in the “Supporting Data” 
document D2-100814-2. 
me identification numbers for  the orbi t  determinations anit the mappings are 
derived vimarily from the photo site designations used during the Lunar 
Orbiter missions. The first digi t  indicetes the mission nmber snd the next 
character (A, P, S or V )  indicates a priSary or  secondary site folloved by 
the site number. the identifiers used during 
the mission. 
and III used P for prime site and S foz secoriky site. Mission N is desig- 
nated by orbi t  number. Mission V w e d  V fo r  photos at perilune and A for  
photos a t  apolune. Sites with no s i t e  designation during the missions, such 
as film se t  fkarnes are iderrtif‘ied by F. 
same numbr as the first photo site i n  the data arc with the exception of 
Item 16 (an oversight) and A%ssion IV. 
reference for Mission IV OD identification. 
The cantent of 
The letters A, I], S o r  V 
During Mission I prize sites =re designated by A. Hssion I1 
The orbi t  detenrlnatian nm3er i s  the 
m e  orbi t  number provided a l e t t e r  
%e complete printed output from all ODPL production runs, including simple 
data. 
resihzzl pht-s, i n  remrdec3 nn ~ c m f i ’ l m  for ease in storage of the 
* 
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A combination of mathematical models were used t o  express the celestial environ- 
ment as it influenced t h e  L/O trajectories and the data gathered. m e r e  photo 
site locations were adversely affected by t he  assuxptiOns, improt-elbents were 
incorporated if possible. The principal departure From convention was i n  the 
adoption of different i rs l t les  of lunar r a d i i  as  an input constant t o  the photo 
data program MAL. These r ad i i  varied from 1733 to 1738 km across the AH110 
region and typically affected photo corners 0.5 km o r  less for  prime-site 
photogr8phy. It was not possible t o  sfmulate the recently revealed mass con- 
centrations hear the lunar surface due to t?le m n g  of this work. 
It is reasonable t o  expect tha t  photo location accuracy vi11 be markedly 
improved when such a gravitational model becomes available. 
Eawver, 
'Izlo following pmagr8phs describe t h e  investigation c of the "universe." 
5 -1 LUNAR EPHEMERIS 
The Ja, lunar epheneris tape DE-19 was used in the production ODPL s o l u t h s .  
This ephemeris includes the revised EcPzrt corrections t o  B m ' s  theory, 
plus some second order terms. The integrated ephemeris was also tried, but' 
produced insignf;ficant differences in the doppler solutions when compared 
w i t h  the solutions wing DE-19. The eaeneris tapes used in the published 
post mission data were as follows: Missions I and I1 '%Ti i", i+iissioos 
III and IV DE-15, and Mission V IlE-19. 
\ 
\ 
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5.2. mlvs SIZE Arm SHAPE 
The physical dimensions of the moon were investigated based on Lunar Orbiter 
data from three different viewpoints: station occultations, checkpoint con- 
aistency, & angular separation between features photographed from high and 
l o w  altitude. 
1733 km t o  1738 km were input depending on photo site location. 
of the analysis is given belaw. 
For the production photo support data, values varying from 
A discussion 
5.2.1 Station Occultation 
Size and shape of the moon w a s  briefly examined i n  the "Occultation Study" of 
HAS 1-3800 (CCN 157B), confined, of course, t o  the visible lunar disk.  
final report on t h i s  work is found in Reference 
having considerable scatter, indicated a smaller radius than the nominal 
(1738 h). This agrees with Ranger impact data (Reference 
Orbiter V/H r a t io  telelnetry (Reference 
A 
4. The results, tho@. 
5 ) and Lunar 
6 ). 
5.2.2 Mean RadiLus study 
Background 
T-Tgiw Cnnee l i k e  these splpytpd fnr the &Pr%"in+- tynsisteacg +.ent.s> mrem-ll 
ef fec t  of lunar radius was examined by using lunar radius as an independent 
variable snd monitoring the s ta t i s t ica l  grouping of checkpoints as a dependent 
variable . 
The sketch in PQwe 23 i l h s t r s t e s  how P m  radius affects the co~putst ion 
of feature location. 
more sensitive i's i ts  location t o  lunar radius. 
Note that  the more obliquely the feature i s  viewed, the 
Results 
Several different values for  the mean lunar radius were used t o  compute the 
coordinates of the checkpoint features and a single value was chosen as most 
appropriate t o  the multi-mission consistency. This value, 1736 km, reduces 
the deviations fromthe mean checkpoint locations i n  nine of eleven weas and 
reduces the Qtandard deviation by lo$. 
Ass& Lunar R a d i u s  Standard Deviation, 
(Ism) (Ism) 
1738 1.08 
1736 0.97 
1734 1.19 
The nlrmber of sample cases included i n  the calculation of the above standard 
deviations w a s  23. A l a t e r  analysis, using results from the improved orbit  
i . . -. - 
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5.2.2 Wan R a d i u s  study 
d8twmkmtion procedures, and having 1 4  sample cases, shows similsr resul ts  
(- 24 1. 
While the reduction in signa io significrnt i n  i t s e l f ,  it may be noted t ha t  
th. situations have nearly vertical viewing and therefore exhibit l i t t l e  
swmit i r i ty  t o  variations i n  lunar radius. 
rduocd moon radius i s  found in the high tilt angle photos of the above check- 
paints, where the deviation fromthe mean was typically reduced 50 t o  75 per- 
cent, t o  approximately 1.0 or 1.5 kilometers. 
th. hprovewnt observed i n  these ewes. 
A more substantial case for  a 
The table below illustrates 
CHECKMIKT I D ~ I F I C A T I O M  DEVIATION FROM THE MEAN (KM) 
SHEET 15 
A rea Ram No. T l l t  Angle = 1738 RXB = 1736 
G III-136 54' 3.1 bm 1.0 km 
E 1-13? 41' 21. )cm 1.2 km 
E 11-169 25' 2.1 bn 1.2 km 
E III-171 56" 5.9 b. 1.5 h 
C V-76 35' 1.3 1pn 0.7 
, F  111-161 65" 5.1 hn 1.3 hn 
5.2.3 Site  Elevation S t w  
A separate study was made of the local. lunar radius at several areas. The 
principle involved here was one of triangulation; a comparison of the angular 
separation between two surface features, subtended at  the spacecraft, seen 
in  high alt i tude vs. l o w  a l t i tu ie  photos. A sketch I l lustrat ing the geanretry 
i s  shown in Figure 25. 
Low al t i tude photos from Mission I1 and I11 were found which could be locate& 
In L/O N (high alt i tude) telephoto pictures. 
the corners of the low-altitude wide-angle photos were measured on the L/O N 
photos, then located by lat i tude and longitude using the program OPAL. With 
these surface locations, and the best known law-altitude spacecrart position, 
the a q l c  between pairs of featuree, subtended at  t h e  lou-altitude spscecrc 
were computed. 
by nwmw.reltlent on the low-altitude photo. The local lunar radius was found 
that produced the best agreement between computed md known angles, on a 
least squares basis. 
t h i s  Ip.Mei were plotted vs. longitude. See Figure 26. Since most of the 
p r i m  sites were near-equatorial, the plotted s i t e  elevation represents all 
rites at the btun longitude wi th in  the Apollo zone. 
Features found at or near 
, 
This angle was compared against the "knm' '  angle as d e t e m n e d  
Finally, the set of local lunar radii determined ig 
I 
t 
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5.2.3 Site Elevation Study (Continued) 
Dsta were a lso  generated using features located on LAC charts instead of by 
Lunar Orbiter IV photo reasurezmts; these points are separately identified 
on Flgure 26. 
local discrepancies i n  map-matching. 
The value of lunar radius found In Figure 26 w a s  used for input to the ghoto 
support data up t o  latitudes of +loo. 
the longitude range -50" t o  b', 
lunar radii used for EVAL input I s  contained i n  De-100814-2 of the f i n a l  
A coiriparatively large number of points were taken t o  avoid any . 
Outside the i l O o  latitude band and 
a value of 1736 km was input. A list of the 
report, "supporting hta. " 
. .  
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5.3 s-ocIRApHIc cwRI>mm SYSTEM 
Specification of the angular orientation of the moon is part  of the job of 
computing photo site loceticns. An investigation w a s  made t o  determine the 
presence of any significant bias in the moon's orientation, and t o  apply a 
correction i f  necessary. 
results, and conclusions. 
This section describes that Investigation, i ts  
The positions of the moon's equator and prime meridian are specified with 
respect t o  the true equinox of date and the true of date earth equator plane 
by the three mer angles i, fi , and A 
t i m e  variant, empirically deternined based on observation and-suepented.py 
lunar l ibrat ion theory. The noninal eqress ion  of orientation, supplied for 
the Lunar Orbiter software by JPL, is given i n  Reference '?a . Earth based 
observation is  subject to a number of errors, some of whtch are (1) uncertain- 
ties i n  the "control" features on which the computations are based, (2) 
values of the librations, (3) errors i n  photo plate constants t o  correct fo r  
scale and Orientation, and for removal of atmospheric effects, and (4) 
errors  i n  observation due t o  the lunar phase effect. 
Reference 8 
features of 0.5 t o  1.0 kilometers i n  lati tude,  and 0.4 t o  2.0 kilometers i n  
longitude Over most of the f ront  face of the moon, with errors as great as 
5 t o  10 hi lomters  for  features near the limbs. 
and A are determined in es_sent_inlly tho sa- =LIPF =S 
dinates (see.Reference 9 and lo), the  determination of the N e r  angles are 
assumed t o  have the same order of uncertainty. 
The fo-ation of these angles are 
reveals one sigma (16) errors i n  the coordinates of lunar 
Since the N e r  angles i,n, 
fez+== c s r -  
Photos fromthe f ive Lunar Orbiter missions were analyzed t o  find a number of 
f r e s  contsining in comon a prominent lunar feature which could be used as 
a checkpoint. 
two t o  f ive  independent frams. The selenographic coordinates (lati tude and 
longitude) of a particular feature were determined separately in  each incident 
photo fkanre and the several. solutions compared. 
location w e r e  computed as a messure of the accuracy and consistency of the 
Each feature chosen as a checkpoint had been photographed in 
The deviations from the mean 
photo location data. 
Since the orientation of the selenographic coordinate system is ti= variant, 
it direct ly  affects  the solutions obtained for the feature identified i n  the 
different photos, because they were exposed a t  different times. 
permitted an investigation of the validity of various moon orientations. 
This fact 
A computerprogram (EASE) was w r i t t e n  which employed an i terat ion Bechnique 
to solve for a set of perturbed N e r  angles optimized to produce the  most 
consistent checkpoint locations. h c h  set of photo frame data input t o  the  
program w a s  individually processed through the photo ge3cl t l t ;~ routine t o  
deternine the longitude and latituie of its checkpoint. Using the several 
.I 
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5-3.1 EIethod of Investigation 
solutions obtained for  a given checkpoint, the density of t h e i r  souping w a s  
canputed i n  terms of mean longitude and latitude, deviations from the mean, 
and sum of the squares of the deviations. A t  t h i s  point, the  nominal mer 
angles were perturbed s l ight ly  and the  process repeated, result ing i n  new values 
for checkpoint locations and the density of the grouping. 
resulted i n  a set of modified Ner angles which produced the least sum of 
the squares of the deviations i n  longitude and latitude, 
used the assumption that t h e  perturbation t o  any mer angle remains constant 
over the ent i re  period of‘ time. 
Continued i terat ion 
This technique 
5.3.2 Results 
In 8 few areas a modified set of N e r  angles was found which resulted i n  some 
impruvenrnt i n  the checkpoint consistency. 
the amount of the improvercent was negligible with respect t o  the overall 
dispersions. 
The runs which contained input d a t a  f o r  only one or two checkpoint areas 
generally converged i n  solutions leading t o  s l igh t  reductions i n  the  disper- 
sions, but the perturbations t o  inclination, I, varied i n  both sign and 
magnitude. 
However, i n  most of these cases 
\ 0 
When m&e than two checkpoint areas were included i n  the data, 
+A= prQel=tt ey&iWt=< tr%-ld.tte in =tt&-i?..ix =cllA+icn diqparaed 
after atte.npting man$, iterations. a 
Conclusions 5-3.3 
The present study did not reveal any superior me8118 of expressing the  noon’s 
orientation, thus the nominal values were used as described in Reference 7. 
Any improvement made possible by perturbing the moon’s orientation is  negli- 
UbPe compared t o  uncertainties arising from other sources, particularly 
orb i t  determination. 
It should be noted that while t h i s  investigation concludes that no sizeable 
biases exis t  i n  the n d n a l  formulation of the N e r  angles, the possibil i ty 
of an inqroved definition of the selenographic coordinate system is cot 
ruled out. Indeed, preliminary checks versus the Apollo transformtion pro- 
gram, which I s  based on more recent analysis of the moon’s orientation, 
Indicates that,  i n  general, the consistency was roughly 0.2 km better using 
the Apollo data. Unfortunately, it was not possible t o  Incorporate the  
Apollo progranrming in to  the Lunar Orbiter software. 
b SHEET 18 
a c 6 .o ERROR AlrIALysIs 
An error analysis was made for  representative photo frames fo r  the f ive missions( 
Selenographic latitude and longitude errors were determined fo r  the camera axis 
intercept, comer points, and points approximately midway between the corners, 
for both the telephoto armd wide-angle lenses. The associated eigenvalues, 
rotation angle, and correlation coefficient fo r  each frame point were also 
determined f o r  the total error. Contribukions t o  the total error were made 
by navlgation, attitude, camera-on t i m e  sad moon radius errors. 
The table on Figure 2!? shows the approxinate variation of sigma within the framg 
in the north-South (UT) direction and in the East-Vest (LONG) direction. B e  
smsller value generally corresponds to a point i n  the photo closest to the 
spacecraft; the larger to a point far thest  away. For Missions I, 11, 111, and 
V, it is seen tha t  errors typical for  Apollo frames are l ess  than 0.4 km in 
lati tude and longitude for  the telephoto lens (T) and l e s s  than 0.6 km in lati;; 
tude and longitude for the wide-angle lens (W). For some Apollo frames, larger 
errors are observed (a f e w  km and more), due t o  a combination of factors 
including: 
1) at t i tude error - due partially t o  large at t i tude maneuvers for  some 
franies, in conjunction wlth increased alt i tude above 46 Inn for  some 
frames, making the at t i tude error  larger, 
2) larg@ ram?ys a x i s  tflt Rogle - mak1n-g the error due to mddn rndius 
larger . 
Generally speaking, for  Missions I, 11, 111, and V frames a t  low al t i tude 
(meening 45-2bO km), the t o t a l  photo error variance i s  a combination of 
=-if icant coEtrSmtions frm =tt+,i tde aod ne+-gation SO*WC~Z? 
ficarit contribution for  some frme points due t o  m n  radius emor, especially 
f o r  the W lens. For alt i tudes greater than approximately 240 km, "&e att i tude 
c m r  is the predominant contributor. Ermrs of a few km are not uncommon f o r  
Missions I, II, IIIy and V as indicated in the Error Analysis S m m r y  Table. 
The photo e m r s  due to camera-on tfme error I s  essentially negligible for  all 
fX%UES. 
w t t h  a s'ipi- 
Frames taken at h!gh a l t i t u d e  reflect the predominant attitude errors, w i t h  
an Increased att i tude error fo r  Mission IV frames where the maneuver i s  not 
made re lat ive to ce les t ia l  alignment, but t o  the previous att i tude.  The 
Error Analysis Srnnnary Table indicates this trend for  one, three, and f ive 
at t i tude maneuvers . 
%e navigation s t a t i s t i c s  do not include the effects of uncertainty in luo 
gravitation& harmonics; since this is a major cause of uncertainty in many 
cases, the t o t a l  s t a t i s t i c s  therefore suffer as a result, having unrealist i-  
ca l ly  small sigma values for those cases. 
e s t h a t e d  to be on the order of 0.5 - 1.0 km. 
express t5e Iooon's gravitatioaal potential nathcinat isdly is seen t o  be the 
The amount of the deficiency is 
Inabili ty t:, a x u r i t e l y  
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6.0 =OR AlpALysIS (Continued) 
reason for thc deficiency, The remainder of the navigation error sources are 
represented, e.g. ,  DSX? radar, earth mass, and station location. It is no% ap- 
parent chat gravitational model uncertainties can be expressed even when a 
more accurste model becomes available; but their effects on navigation statis- 
tics wi l l  hopefully be unimgortant with respect to other contributions, 
A more camplete discussion of the navigation stat ist ics  i s  given in  D2-100811c-3 
of the final report, "Ekror Analysis," 
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This 8ection describes the modifications made to  progrsm EvAL as a part of the 
work to improve the photo location accuracy. 
two-fold, 
siqplifying assmptions made i n  the original ~nalysis, and 2) to provide more 
useful data and greater convenience for the users. 
The pcrrpose of the changes was 
1 )  to pFoduce more precise photo data by refining some of the 
7.1 sEpARA!l!ION OF THE CAMERA SYSTEMS 
The high resolution camera and the moderate resolution camera were previously 
considered as having coincident geometry and shutter mechanisms. 
assumption greatly reduced the programming task, but nevertheless, introduced 
some element of error. It was decided to correct this situation with zt program 
charge and u t i l i ze  the results of the camera geometry emd camera shutter t i m e  
imrestigations (see Section 3.2 and 3.3). 
%is 
Be separation of the t w o  camera systems required extensive inte!rnal program 
nmdificat&ons while the changes to the output were limited to increased volume 
with relatively l i t t l e  format modification. 
8eparaee pages of pzoto@;ramnetric data; one page for each camera, labeled 
near the top. 
The output now consists of t w o  
%e cene,~-o= t b s ,  a d  =::eAJ-y, &&e stgtz v e ~ t o r ~ ,  are differen% for 
each Tens system. Since the separation of the shutter times i s  a constant 
related t o  the internal camera hardware, the prom input is  shu t t e r  time f o r  
each high resolution frame and a different ia l  time in seconds t o  obtain the 
moderate resolution shutter times. 
7.2 COORDIXATE S Y S m  
In  order t o  make the output convenient and useful t o  as many users as possible, 
the state vectors a t  the camera-on times are now referenced in two coordinate 
systems. 
1950.0 are the two in most common usage for  lunar study. 
mese systems, the selenographic of date end the selenocentric 
7.3 
P......ram OPAL (Oblique photo Analysis, L/O) was built into the user program 
EVAL as (UI additional l ink for the purpose of computing the location of the 
projection of Prsme notch points on the lunar 8-ace. B e  required inputs 
to OPAL are the coordinates (X, Y)  of the point as it appears in the photo 
a8 well as the spacecraft position vector, at t i tude maneuvers, etc. as used 
by $VAL. 
the C e r a  Calibration data (Reference 11 through 14). The notch identiff-  
cation adopted in those reports I s  used i n  the EVAL output. 
SEZENOGRAEiIC CmaINA!DB OF !ME FIDUCIAIIS 
IIhe measurbd coordinates of the fiducial  marks were provided by 
SHEET 21. 
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7.3 SEIgnoCRAwIC COORDIX?JYL'ES OF TBE FIIlUCIALS (Continued) 
me (X, I) coordinates output alongside the notch identlfication are those 
giving tho savtooth location in a coordinate system whose origin is the 
center of the photo. The positive X axis is to the right and the positive Y 
Sxis is upward as one Views the photo positive with the edge data to  h i s  left. 
Zbir differs from the ACIC coordinates, which are indexed to  the principal 
point of autocollimation o r  a geometric mean. 
7.4 
Routine SEIGRA called by both OPAL and EVAL w a s  modiffed CO use an input 
m i a b l e  for  the time correction, O t ,  the timc difference between Ephemeris 
Time and Universal Time. The previous versions of SEIQlA relied on a con- 
etas t  value fo r  A t  t ha t  was fixed within the routine, thereby introducing 
a sma3l error, since At changes with t i m e .  %e change puts t h i s  variable 
into the calling sequence of SELGRA and provides the routine w i t h  the values 
of A t appropriate to the canera-on time. 
HBEMERIS TO URIVERSAL TPiE CORRECTION 
, 
_ _ _ ~  
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* Zeros were input for frame orientation for FXAL input. 
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0 PERILUNE DATA 
e t/OIt - DELETED 
8 t/O 111, w# V - INCLUDED, SINCE IT  APPEARED TO BE REAL DATA 
0 DATA ARC LENGTH 
* 
e t/o 11, I l f ,  - 5 12 HOUR ARC USED 
rv8 
.a TRUE ANOMALY AT EPOCH 
- NEAR (+ 30°) BUT NOT AT APOLUNE ' - t/o SI, 111 
N d V  ' 
8 a STATE VECTOR FORWARDING 
0 VOII - 0/4 "TAILORED" FOR EPOCH, 9/4 FOR CAMERA-ON-TIME 
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One S i g p a  Surface Location, Kilometere . 
. .  
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52m5 
49.2 
1751 ApUllOo,Site , 
22 !Pypioal Apollo errors 
I34 Large att i tude renewer 
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1450 
~~ 
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45.8 
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5 O m 1  
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6125 75 Large at t i tude maneuver 
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32 Large attitude maneuver 
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